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1. Read me first

1. Using the App

Best practise when using the App is to always log in and out of your session, ensuring you have access to 
your own pre made lesson plans, and other users are not adding to your lesson plans.

2. Managing your environment

Creating a solid routine for navigating around your classroom and lessons. Enter the space prior to the 
children/guests entering, allowing you to power up the projectors, login to the App. This is echoed when 
exiting the classroom it is good practise to log out and power down the room after the class has left.

3. Sharing streamed content

Online streaming platforms are the very best way to gain access to a world of entertainment within your 
room. Sharing this knowledge with other users by creating playlists in your streaming application is a 
great way to save staff time, and also create a community environment online within 
your organisation.

4. Reach out to us

The development of our product relies heavily on teacher focused feedback, take any opportunity you 
can to reach out to our content team to share your ideas and experience of using content within your 
room.

5. Asset management

Immersive classrooms are solely dependant on the use of the iPad and Apple TV remote to control the 
user Interface, this been said we strongly recommend that all staff get into the habit of replacing the 
peripherals back onto provided docking stations (or your own charging stations) So users find the room 
in a fit and ready to use state.

6. Online how to use tutorials

We have also provided handy online how to use Videos hosted on our YouTube channel
They can be found here>
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPtMJn2SzS1OIeFQSznpviQ

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPtMJn2SzS1OIeFQSznpviQ
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2. Package contents

Each immersive space will vary dependant on the clients needs making some systems bespoke, the 
below list is a generic guide to the average system we provide 

Classroom Transformation/Qube3600

◊  Projection mapped classroom
◊  Fully compliant for acoustics and ventilation
◊  LED Mood Lighting

Custom Built 3D Media Server

◊  Core i9 Unlocked Cascade Processor
◊  8Tb Storage
◊  64Gb Ram
◊  Graphics Card
◊  Capture Card
◊  FX4 High Bandwidth Display controllers
◊  Projection
◊  Full HD LED short throw laser projectors maintenance free light source.
◊  Ceiling Mounted
◊  Projector mapping

Cinema Grade Surround Sound

◊  Wall mounted Sub woofer
◊  Denon AVR Amplifier
◊  Ceiling mounted speakers

System Control

◊  Wall mounted Apple iPad
◊  Custom Built App to provide simple user interface for full media control
◊  Software licenses
◊  Access to our 360° curriculum based content
◊  Allows streaming of 360° content from the web

*(This list may vary on a per system basis)
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3. Using your apple TV

The Apple TV provided within your room comes as a standard un-modified item direct from Apple with a 
basic user guide available directly from apple> 
https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/tv/welcome/tvos

*we highly recommend you familiarise yourself with the navigation of the app before using in a live lesson

*All pre configuration of the apple TV and its integration within our product is pre-set up by IIC and does not require 
any further settings changing on it, doing so may cause operational failures

https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/tv/welcome/tvos
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4. Basic Troubleshooting

For problems that cannot be resolved via this guide please contact us by telephone or our remote
support service 14.Appendix>Troubleshooting/contacts However, please try a few basic troubleshooting tips 
before contacting us.

1. My iPad will not power on?

Usually this can be as simple as someone not replacing the ipad back on its charger dock, or plugging 
the charging cable back in. If after a solid hour charging your iPad still will not power up then it may need 
returning to Apple for repair >contact us 

2. My projector will not power on?

Projectors are controlled using the iPad, should this method fail you will need to manually locate the 
power on switch on each projector if this is in an accessible location, if not >contact us

3. My wireless controllers will not connect via bluetooth?

If your room came provided with bluetooth playstation dual shock controllers and they are not 
connecting to the interface then please follow Apple instruction guidlines on re connection
https://support.apple.com/en-gb/HT210414

4. I have no audio?

Firstly check all volume levels on the iPad are set to full, check the volume slider within the App. Next 
step wouild be to access your server cabinet and ensure the Amp is powered on. Failing this >contact us

5. My App is not working as it should?

Follow basic Apple best user practises and fully close the App and then re-open it. Simply re powering 
the iPad on/off will not shut the App completely. Force closing an App guides can be found here 
https://support.apple.com/en-gb/HT201330

6. In the event of a power failure what should I do?

Should your facility suffer a power cut the IIC server has advanced UPS technology which will gently 
power down all applications, please report this power failure to us as soon as possible, allowing our 
technicians remote access into the system to check all applications have correctly re-started. >contact us

 *for iPad troubleshooting please refer to 10.Using the iPad>Troubleshooting
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5. Device layout

All software required to run your Immersive Classroom comes pre installed on 
the iPad, and can be located as shown below in fig:1  

fig:1

Quick access to your most used apps can be found handily located in the control centre on your 
iPad home screen fig:1

These include the Immersive classroom app, Youtube, and Safari browser.
(Additional installed apps can be accessed on screen 2 with a single finger swipe to the left)

Interactive Immersive Classroom (imi) App
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6. Accessing the App

To access the App the user must first login using their provided login credentials provided by IIC.

Insert username & password

*User credentials are not intended to be shared amongst different users. This can cause 
administrative and technical issues when one users account is logged into on 
multiple devices  (please refer to 13.Appendix>Troubleshooting for more information)

*Updates to all system critical IIC App software will be remotely managed by IIC

Forgotten password > simply hit the button marked forgotten password and enter your email where you will be 
sent a reset confirmation email
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7. Live streaming Content

Live streaming content allows you to access online 3600 footage. The steps outlined in this section allow 
you to browse many popular streaming applications utilising the apps in-built 360 stream button to cast
content within your room.

Step :1
Powering on your projectors

Press the power button (fig:1) And wait 1-2 minutes depending on projector model for them all to power 
up. Successful powering up will display your welcome home screen saver on 
all 4 walls. Proceed to safely bringing in your class before turning off your main room light.

fig:1

 *If any projector does not fire up within this time please refer to 4.Basics>Troubleshooting for more information)

Projector power ON/OFF button
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Step :2
Login to IIC App

Enter your Login credentials as described in section 7. >using the iPad>Accessing the App

Step :3
Select Mode

Are you looking to stream, please choose the icon marked streaming

Step :4
Select Streaming Output

Choose the required format, please choose the Cinema icon
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Step :5
Streaming Control Panel

Your streaming control panel will automatically appear as soon as you have entered cinema or 3600 
viewing modes. This panel allows you to adjust the brightness, and volume, of your streamed content.

 *Lighting controls will only work in smart LED equipped rooms refer to 15.Appendix>Additional hardware

Step :6
Apple TV Navigation

Apple TV will be displayed on the homepage of the main teaching wall. Using your remote fig:1 proceed 
to locating the Youtube app (or applicable 3600 streaming App) select the icon to launch it.
Layout and location of your Apps is dependant on your own management of the homepage.

 *For Additional navigation and user tips for your apple TV refer to 3.Basics>Using your apple TV

fig:1 fig:2
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Step :7
Open Streaming App

Moving back to your iPad locate the Youtube app (or applicable 3600 streaming App) in your control 
pop up at the bottom of the screen (or where you have re-located it) then press and launch the App

Launch streaming App

With the App open fig:1 locate the stream icon in the top right  fig:2 and select Youtube on TV 

fig:1 fig:2

Stream to TVStream Icon

 *We recommend you are logged in to a global school use Account to allow for sharing of lessons between teachers  

*Handy tip                                     IMI

I fly around the internet everyday 
looking for exciting new teaching 
content to curate into play-lists, so 
why not try following my very own 
YouTube account and check back 
daily for lots of new 
Exciting videos.

Find me by searching 
Interactive Immersive Classroom
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Step :8
Selecting a video

Within your Youtube interface you can search videos or as shown in fig:1 go to your followed accounts 
and find curated 3600 content

fig:1

When a video is selected a pop up window from the apple interface will be displayed asking you to either
Play or Queue? please select >Play  fig:2

The video will commence playing as shown in fig:2 at this stage we recommend you pause your video 
until you have completed the steps to 3600 project around the room itself fig:3

fig:2

fig:3
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Step :9
Activating the Apps 3600 wall wrapping

Taking four fingers swipe your screen to the right >apple gesture taking you back to where you left off in 
the IIC App (this can also be achieved locating the App on the control centre pop up to the 
lower of the screen) fig:1

fig:1

4 Finger swipe back to IIC App

This will take you back to the 5. >streaming control panel fig:2 from here press the back button in the upper 
left hand corner of the screen taking you back to 4. >streaming output screen fig:3
From here simply press the 3600 icon.

fig:2 fig:3

*You are now streaming to the room and can simply repeat the above fig:1 4 finger swipe 
gesture to return to the streaming service App
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8. Using Content Library          

The main funtion of the IIC App is to give you a content library linked to the national curriculam.
These include lesson plans and teacher aids. Logging into the App is exactly the same process as 
Using the iPad>7. Live streaming content >step.1

Projector power 
ON/OFF button

As we are looking to access the content Library we now need to choose the icon marked >Content Library

Step :1
Powering on your projectors & Log in

  Log in to the App again if needed as in >5.Using the iPad>Accessing the App

Content Library
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After logging in please select >Content Library>Category. The catagory selection panel is based around a 
hierarchy tree which is detailed in fig:5 please refer to this chart for content path guidance

fig:1 fig:2

fig:3

Step :2
Category Selection

fig:4

In the below example fig:3 we have taken the >Primary path which has led us to the >keystage selection 
window, from here we simply select the key stage we prefer and proceed to the main content 
library user window fig:4

fig:5
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Step :3
Content Navigation

Within the main navigation window you will see a preview of the content held within each catagory fig:1
The most recent uploads will be displayed here and can be instantly played or you can proceed to fig:2

fig:1

fig:2

fig:3

Scrolling to the right will reveal >View All
pressing this button will take you to the full 
library of content contained within that 
particular catagory  

In the full page contents page you will see 2 
icons in the upper right corner which allow 
for flipping between viewing all 
Videos or Still images 

View all

videos selected

images selected
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Step :4
Playing Content

By selecting an Image/Video it will launch an interactive 3600 thumbnail preview offering multiple 
options as illustrated below fig:1 lesson planning instructions can be found in >step :5

fig:1

fig:2

fig:3

Main controls
>Add to new
>Add to exsisting
>Play now

Sub controls
>Add to lesson
>Description
>Lesson plan

*simply pressing >Play now 
will play the video on screen to 4 walls

>Description
This section describes the video/Image

Once the video/Image is playing in the room 
you will be presented with a controls screen 
which allows you to >play>pause>scrub
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Step :5
Creating a lesson plan

You have 2 options for planning a lesson >Add to new>Add to exsisting

Creating a new lesson creates a sub folder where you can store all your lessons for the day. You can name 
this any way which you like. Hitting submit will add them to the new named lesson you have made and 
then return you back to the home library screen fig:1

Once the lesson is created it is stored permanently in the lessons tab fig:2 You can now add more content 
to this lesson plan. To review what is in your plan select >lessons which will to take you to the my lessons 
page fig:3 

*to delete any old unused lessons just hold your finger on the folder icon for a second and you will be asked if 
you want to delete it. Or edit the folder and remove individual clips using the same technique. 

Access your lessons My lessons    (hold finger to delete)
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To add your Image/Video to an exsisting lesson plan, simply hit add to exsisting lesson tab fig:1
Proceeding to the drop down box where you can locate your previously named lesson fig:2

My lessons    Drop down lesson finder    

fig:1 fig:2

*lessons you create whilst logged in as a unique user will NOT be available to other users when they log in

Interactive Immersive Classroom (imi) App
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9. Mirroring your Apple device

Using the iPad in the 1-wall function allows you to use any App within the Apple TV to be projected onto 
the main teaching wall. Alternatively, you can cast from any Apple device through Apple TV.

Casting from a compatible Apple device involves following exactly the same procedure as outlined in
15.Appendix>using the iPad>step;4.streaming control  but with this process we do not proceed to >step:6 

Step :1
Selecting content

Select the content you would like to view or interact with from within your Apple TV content library fig:1
You can then use your paired controllers/Apple remote to pay games, or simply sit back and relax with a 
film.

Step :2
Casting from a different Apple device

Casting or “mirroring” your Apple device is a standard Apple function which works seamlessly with your 
product. You can utilise you iPad, macbook, or iPhone to send powerpoints or give interactive lessons 
using your device as a controller. The key word you are looking for here is “immersive room” this is the 
name of your product, and what will be displayed when you are looking to mirror to your room.
Follow steps from fig:1 to fig:3 on the next page to present your device to the focus wall of the room.

 *For Additional navigation and user tips for your apple TV refer to 3.Basics>Using your apple TV
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fig:1

fig:2

fig:3

Drag down from the shortcuts menu (this may vary as per your Apple device) proceed to locate and press 
the >screen mirroring icon fig:1

The name of the immersive room will appear in this list to be casted to, simply select this icon fig:2

Confirmation you are now mirroring your device content to the room will now be confirmed 
with a tick mark fig:3

Screen Mirroring

Device to mirror to

Confirmation you 
are connected
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10.    Troubleshooting

For problems that cannot be resolved via this guide please contact us by telephone or our remote
support service 12.Appendix>Troubleshooting/contacts  but first here area few basic troubleshooting tips that 
may resolve your iPad issue before contacting us

1. My iPad will not power on?

Usually this can be as simple as someone not replacing the iPad back on the charger dock, or not 
plugged in the charging cable. If after a solid hour charging your ipad still will not power up then it may 
need returning to Apple for repair >contact us 

2. I have dropped my iPad and broken the screen?

All of our iPads come with premium robust rubber cases & carry straps which we advise you leave in 
place to protect against accidental damage, if an accident does happen your iPad is covered with 3 year 
Apple care and we can help you in having this returned and replaced if still under your plan >contact us

3. Can I connect other iPads to the IIC wifi?

Yes, you will recieve a login password for your classroom wifi which you can use for other devices. 
(we advise using no more than 4 devices at any one time as this could slow the communication 
between the app and the server)

4. Can we order multiple iPads off you for school use?

Yes of course we can provide you with multiple iPads if you wish to have backups for your primary device 
(only 1 device can be used to control our app at a time within the room) >contact us

5. My App is not working as it should?

Follow basic Apple best user practises and fully close the App and then re-open it. Simply re powering 
the ipad on/off will not shut the App completely. Force closing an App guides can be found here 
https://support.apple.com/en-gb/HT201330

6. Can I log in with another users account?

User credentials are not intended to be shared amongst different users, and can cause 
Administrative and technical issues when one users account is logged into on 
multiple devices. For this reason we provide all new users with a unique login which can be 
modified if required >14.Appendix>Password reset
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Step :1
Login

11. Using the web Portal

Using the web portal to create lessons from home or any location is as easy as using the App itself, and all 
stages of the process of creating lessons and adding to a new lesson are undertaken in exactly the same 
way as Using the iPad>step.5 >step.10

Your unique login details will be sent to each user upon purchase of your product, we do however recommend you change 
your password upon your first time logging into the system >fig:1

Step :2
Change password

The portal can be accessed through any web browser at the following address>
http://user.immersiveclassroom.cloud/index.php

fig:1

Simply press the IIC logo in the upper right hand corner of the browser >fig:1 and then follow the on 
screen instructions  >fig:2

fig:1

fig:2
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Step :3
Navigating the portal

Once logged in the dashboard will tell you how many videos and images you have in your library >fig:1

Select a catagory to browse from the left 
hand column >fig:2

Select a catagory, or expand the catagory 
from the left hand >see all box >fig:3

fig:1

fig:2

fig:3

 *If for any reason new lessons created are not 
appearing in your dropdown list please refresh your 
browser page
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Preview a clip and description, and add to a playlist >fig:1

Create a new lesson/playlist >fig:2

Or select the dropdown box and add 
to a pre exsisting lesson/playlist >fig:4

fig:1

fig:2

fig:4

Previously made lessons/playlists can be found in the left hand >lessons column >fig:3

fig:3
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12. Using a 3600 Camera

Content is key when it comes to sharing an immersive classroom, and what could be better than having 
your staff and students creating their own content to use within the room. This section will cover some of 
the basics of this process, but of course our IIC team are always on hand to offer more support and advice 

If you are choosing to buy your own 3600 camera we highly recommend you look at the Qoocam as 
found in this link>
https://www.kandaovr.com/qoocam-8k/index.html

Step :1
Selecting a 3600 camera

Step :2
Uploading content to streaming services and applying a codec

To prepare your 360 camera footage for uploading to Youtube or other streaming apps you first need to 
inject it with metadata, a good tool for this can be found here 
>https://github.com/google/spatial-media/releases

Uploading your 3600 content to streaming services can be tricky at first so we reccomend you watch a 
few tutorials online to familiarise yourself with the process, below is a great starter... 
>https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D13e5VvYUQ4
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13. Additional settings menu 

In the upper right hand corner of your main app screen is a burger menu (3 horizontal lines) this is where 
additional menu settings can be found fig:1 pressing will reveal sub menu fig:2

Sub menu fig:2 contains >change password>credits>log out>report an issue

fig:1

fig:2

Burger menu

Sub settings menu

 *credits and log out screen are as they state
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14.   Password reset
As you will already have to be logged in to find this menu then there is no need to tell the system who 
you are again, simply type in your new self chosen password and then confirm by re-typing it fig:1

15. Report an issue
If for any reason something is not working as it should within the app then please fill in the appropriate 
fields on this form and submit it. This can be anything from a video freezing or gliching out mid playing, 
to interface issues that you feel are not working as they once did fig:2

fig:1

fig: 2
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16. Additional hardware

17. LED light control

Whilst playing any video press the settings icon >fig:1 to open up LED lighting controls. From here you 
can select auto for the lighting to syncronise with the content on screen, or press manual >fig:2  to select a 
fixed lighting colour for the duration of the clip. >fig:3

Below is a list of hardware we have tested and can advise for use in conjunction with our product.
We cannot guarentee anything that we have not tested on our product will in fact work, or not cause 
technical issues with your product. Before trying to use any none reccomended hardware with your 
immersive room please contact us prior to avoid causing technical isses which could
put your room out of action. 
(IIC can not be held liable for issues caused by using after market products in conjuction with ours)

Recomended -

◊ Playstation dual shock 4 controllers
◊ Xbox One controllers
◊ All Apple products from Macbooks to iPads to iPhone
◊ Charging cables should only be official and not after market versions
◊ Kandoo Qoocam 360 0 camera

fig:2

fig:3

To select a fixed lighting 
colour use your finger 
to naviagate the colour 
wheel and press OK to 
confirm

fig:1
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18. Contact
There are many ways to contact us as listed below.....

Phone -

+44 (0)3302290567

Our phone is managed by a friendly team who will take your message and pass it on to the 
appropriate department

E mail -

support@immersiveclassroom.one
This option will create a support ticket for your issue. We aim to reply to all support tickets in 3 - 5 working days

hello@immersiveclassroom.one
This option can be used for sales inquiries, or general questions relating to your product.

The fastest most efficiant way of creating a support ticket is to scan the below QR code. This will 
automatically generate a support ticket with our help desk technicians >fig:1

fig:1
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19. Maintenance & Aftercare

You may have a servicing agreement in place with IIC which involves our engineers visiting your site for 
regular maintenance and cleaning of your hardware. We have however provided a handy list below of 
do’s & dont’s when it comes to the maintenance of your immersive classroom.

Do perfrom regular cleaning of your iPad and Apple remote

Do regular keep your pheripherals fully charged

Do regular dust and clean the carpet in the room to prevent dust accumulation in the air

Do regular report any issues with your technology, catching things early makes fixing easier

Do regular provide your staff with upto date training on the use of the room and technology

 Do not try to clean your projector lenses as this will move the projection mapping of the room

 Do not open the server cabinet door and manually reset or power on/off any of the components

 Do not plug any pheriferals into the server cabinet

 Do not remove tamper security stickers this may void your warrenty

 Do not switch off the mains power supply or main plug outlet to which the server is connected

 Do not adjust any settings on the air conditioning unit within the server room as this may cause critical over heating

 Do not delete your IIC app off the iPad

You are now ready to go and use this amazing teaching tool in your school/organisation, this user guide 
covers the basics of use but we fully understand all new technology can be overwhelming sometimes 
and that is why we are here to help in any way we can. If you are unsure about anything then reach out to 
us using the contacts provided and we will be happy to guide you on your journey.

*Dont forget                                  IMI

I fly around the internet everyday 
looking for exciting new teaching 
content to curate into play-lists, so 
why not try following my very own 
YouTube account and check back 
daily for lots of new 
Exciting videos.

Find me by searching 
Interactive Immersive Classroom
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